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ABSTRACT
Objective: To compare 8-month effects of medical
treatment plus rehabilitation on UPDRS scores of
parkinsonian patients with that of medical treatment without rehabilitation. Design: Longtudinal
randomized study. Participants: 27 parkinsonian
patients (69.50 ± 10.34 years). We divided our patient into two groups: control group (n = 9, received only medication therapy) and experimenttal group (n = 18, received physiccal therapy and
medication therapy). Intervention: The 8-month
exercise interventions were twice-weekly 90-min
sessions in group. UPDRS scales were measured
before and after the interventions. Results: Twofactor ANOVA analyses revealed a significant main effect from rehabilitation (p < 0.01) on UPDRS
motor, ADL, and total, but not on UPDRS mental
(p > 0.05). Post-hoc analysis shows that UPDRS
motor increased in control group (+37%) meanwhile decreased in experimental group (–17%).
UPDRS ADL increased significantly more in control group (+26%) than experimental group (+5%).
UPDRS total increased in control group (+33%)
meanwhile decreased in experimental group
(–11%). Conclusions: The results of the study suggest that exercise interventions should be a necessary ongoing adjunct to parkinson’s disease
medication.
Keywords: Parkinson; Rehabilitation; UPDRS

1. INTRODUCTION
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurological
disease which, despite an optimum medical treatment, results in a progressive loss of the patient’s functional
abilities and in a decrease in his/her capability to lead an
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

independent life. The clinical hallmarks or neurologic
symptoms of the disease include difficulty in initiating
movement (akinesia); slowness and difficulty in maintaining movement (bradykinesia); reduced ability to switch
between different coordination patterns (set shifting); stiffness in arms, legs and trunk (rigidity); postural instability and a pathologic tremor at approximately 5 - 6 Hz
[1]. PD is characterized by insidious onset. The pharmacological treatment of PD mainly comprises dopamine
replacement therapy (levodopa plus carbidopa [Sinemet],
levodopa plus benserazide [Madopar]) and/or dopamine
agonists (pergolide [Permax] and/or bromocriptine [Parlodel]), whereas surgery is sometimes performed. Motor
disturbances related to PD can lead to a reduction in functional independence. Functional independence is related
to the capacity to perform activities of daily living (ADL)
independently.
Physical Therapy may serve as an important adjunct to
the available pharmacological and neurosurgical treatment regimes, in view of the fact that most pharmacological and surgical treatments are able to reduce, but not
eliminate the neurological deficits of bradykinesia, rigidity and freezing. In addition, pharmacological treatment
is often insufficient to improve non-dopaminergic symptoms such as lack of balance control and resulting falls.
Therefore, regular physical exercise therapy sessions,
supported by a physical therapist, are warranted for most
patients with PD [1]. A review of the literature have concluded that, through exercise, patients with PD improve
their physical performance and the execution of ADL
[2].
Physical activity programs for PD patients that focus
on improvements in functional capacity and mobility
vary according to the type of proposed activity, whether
it will be practiced by individuals or in a group, the program’s duration, the duration and frequency of weekly
sessions, and type of evaluation. Such programs include
intensive sports training [3], treadmill training with body
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weight support [4], resistance training [5-6], aerobic exercise [7], alternative forms of exercise [8], home-based
exercise intervention [9], and the practice of movement
strategies [10].
Within this context, the purpose of this study was to
verify the efficacy of a 8-month physiotherapy program
for patients with idiopathic PD, in addition to anti-parkinsonian pharmacologic treatment on ADL, and motor
and mental activity. Two interventional programs, a pharmacologic program and a pharmacologic plus physiotherapy program, were applied to PD patients. The effecttiveness of the programs was judged relative to the diseases’ severity of the patient, which were measured by
UPDRS (section I—Mentation (Mental Activity), Behavior, and Mood; section II—Activities of Daily Living
(ADL); and section III—Motor Examination) which is
the most accepted tool used in clinical research for measuring the longitudinal course of PD.

2. MATERIALS and METHODS
2.1. Subjects
Patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease, recruited
through personal letters from Astorga Parkinson Disease
Patients Association (Astorga, Spain), volunteered participate in the study. An extensive medical screening was
performed by a physician who checked the inclusion and
exclusion criteria (Table 1). Of the 32 patients initially
included, 27 (13 females and 14 males) completed the
baseline and treatments period. After patients were carefully informed about the design of the study, they signed
a written informed consent before participation. The research was conducted according to the declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the University of León (Spain). Mean ± SD disease duration was 11.4 ± 1.6 years. All subjects were taken:
L-dopa, dopamine-agonist and amantadine. All pharmacological treatments were kept at a stable dosage for 30
days prior to study entry and throughout the study. All
subjects were required to take their medications at the
same time of day for all assessment sessions.

2.2. Experimental Design
Subjects were randomly allocate to either (A) medical
treatment plus “best practice” physiotherapy (experimenttal group: N = 18; aged 69.5 ± 10.3 years) or to (B)
medical treatment without physiotherapy (control group:
N = 9; aged 67.8 ± 4.9 years). Baseline data (pre-test)
were collected during two testing sessions. During one
testing session a neurologist attempted to assess when the
patients were in “on” phase of their PD (i.e., when moto
symptoms were reduced) and during another testing session when the patients were in “off” phase. Similar testing sessions were repeated 8 months after (post-test) the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria






Idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease according to the UK 
PDS Brain Bank criteria [11]
Stable reaction to
anti-Parkinson medication.
Hoehn and Yahr stage I, II or 
III.
At least one mobility-related
activity limitation within the 
core areas of physiotherapy
practice in PD (gait, balance
and posture).

Exclusion criteria
Severe cognitive impairment,
defined by Mini-Mental State
Examination score ≤24 [12], or
presence of psychiatric impairments
Severe neurologic,
cardiopulmonary, or
orthopaedic disorders.
Have participated in a physical
activity or rehabilitation
program in the previous 4 month

experimental/control period. (See Figure 1: study design
and flow of participants through each stage of the trial).

2.3. Physiotherapy Program
The physiotherapy program included different sequences of exercises and was specifically designed to address
three objectives: to improve motor skills, to correct abnormal postures and to increase motor dexterity. The
program was administered by experienced physical therapists mainly in group (twice per week), except monthly
individual session. The group sessions lasted 90 minutes.
Each session included cardiovascular warm-up (5 min),
stretching exercises (15 min), strengthening exercises in
a functional context (15 min), functional training (15
min), gait training over ground and on a treadmill with
external auditory cueing (15 min), balance training and
recreational games (15 min), and relax exercise (10 min).
All patients received a monthly individual session of
relaxation massage: surface rubbing, kneading, etc. during 45 minutes.

2.4. Unified PD Rating Scale (UPDRS)
The UPDRS was originally developed to serve as an
assessment of the severity of the disease [13]. Nowadays
the UPDRS is the most accepted tool used in clinical
research for measuring the longitudinal course of PD
[14,15]. The UPDRS consists of 6 sections. Only the
sections I to III were used for this study: section I
(UPDRS mental)—Mentation (Mental Activity), Behavior, and Mood; section II (UPDRS ADL)—Activities of
Daily Living (ADL); and section III (UPDRS motor)—
Motor Examination. Mentioned sections are scored on a
5-points Likert scale from 0 to 4, with 0 representing “no
impairment” and 4 representing “marked Impairment”.
The UPDRS total score were also calculated and reflects
performance on these 3 sections (total possible score =
124), with lower scores showing less disability. Sections
of the UPDRS are scored and reported separately. All
patients were evaluated by a neurologist with expertise in
movement’s disorders.
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Figure 1. CONSORT Flow Diagram. Study design and flow of participants through each stage of the trial.

2.5. Statistical Analysis
The data are presented as means ± standard deviation
(SD). All measures were normally distributed, as determined by the Shapiro-Wilks test. Percentage of variation
was calculated for each variable as: [(posttest-pretest)
*100/pretest]. Statistical analysis was performed using an
analysis of variance (ANOVA): 2 (group) × 2 (phase). A
Bonferroni post hoc test was used in all pairwise comparisons when a significant result was found. The significance level was set at P < 0.05 for all the comparisons.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

< 0.001; η2 = 0.516), but no for UPDRS mental (p >
0.05). Post-hoc analysis shows that UPDRS motor inTable 2. Percentage of variation of each variable respect basal
value. C: control, E: experimental.
Group

UPDRS mental

UPDRS motor

3.1. Results
Percentage of variation respect to basal value of each
variable are presented in Table 2 The results of the
two-factor ANOVA for revealed a significant group
main effect for UPDRS motor (p < 0.001; η2 = 0.519),
UPDRS ADL (p < 0.01; η2 = 0.151) and UPDRS total (p
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

UPDRS ADL

UPDRS total

Phase ON

Phase OFF

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

C

10.3

16.5

2.0

9.5

E

7.8

12.9

3.7

8.2

C

46.8

6.9

28.2

4.7

E

–20.1

37.6

-15.8

23.7

C

39.4

11.6

13.1

9.8

E

8.2

31.0

2.5

25.8

C

42.6

4.7

23.8

3.9

E

-12.4

30.1

-11.2

20.5
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creased in control group (+37%) meanwhile decreased in
experimental group (–17%). UPDRS ADL increased significantly more in control group (+26%) than experimental group (+5%). UPDRS total increased in control
group (+33%) meanwhile decreased in experimental
group (–11%).
The results of the two-factor ANOVA for UPDRS
ADL revealed a significant main phase effect (p < 0.05;
η2 = 0.094). Bonferroni post-hoc comparison indicated
that UPDRS ADL increased more in ON (+24%) than
OFF (+8%) phase.
There were no significant group × phase interaction
effect (p > 0.05).

3.2. Discussion
The main findings of the present study was that pharmacological treatment plus “best practice” physiotherapy
program induced significant improvements on UPDRS
motor and total meanwhile pharmacological treatment
without physiotherapy was insufficient to induce any
positive change in these UPDRS scales. In addition, although UPDRS ADL increased in both groups, pharmacological plus physiotherapy treatment induced greater
increments than pharmacological treatment only.
It is well documented that physical activity should be a
component of healthy everyday life for everyone [16],
and there is a consensus amongst researchers about the
short-term benefits of exercise interventions for people
with PD [9, 10, 13-17]. A number of intervention studies
have been carried out to investigate the efficacy of PT
for patients, in addition to anti-parkinsonian pharmacologic treatment, but there is also a need for longer term
studies (over 1 year) [2]. At the end of the present study,
the experimental group experienced a decrement of 17%
in UPDRS motor, and 11% in UPDRS total, meanwhile
UPDRS ADL only increase a 5%. Therefore, the results
of our study indicate that the improvements obtained
during the intervention stage (8 months) are retained
long term. In order to prolong the benefits provided by
these interventions, people with PD should practice exercises on an everyday basis. PD patients enrolled in exercise interventions with durations longer than six months,
regardless of exercise intensity, have shown significant
gains in functional balance and mobility as compared to
programs of only two-week [17] or ten-week [9] durations. Inactivity has been responsible for the increment in
ADL performance lost while exercise can stimulate dopamine synthesis in remaining dopaminergic cells.
These results of the study support the use of physical
therapy as adjuncts to pharmacological treatment for
people with PD. Inactivity by PD is responsible for incremental losses in ADL performance, while exercise
can stimulate dopamine synthesis in remaining dopa-
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minergic cells [18]. The association between the disease’s progression, undesired effects of anti-Parkin sonian medication, and inactivity can reduce patients’ quality of life in a cyclical, reactive manner, which some authors refer to as accelerated aging [19]. PD interferes
with various aspects of quality of life, particularly those
related to physical and social functioning; in addition, we
think that that the improvements obtained during the
inte- rvention stage in both aspects constitute a benefit of
quality of life for people with PD.
Since no guidelines have yet disclosed what is the
recommended content (dosing, techniques) and timing of
exercise interventions (when to start, how long to continue) [20], the performed program had an important
comprehensive character. Cardiovascular warm-up, stretching exercises, strengthening exercises in a functional
context, functional training, gait training over ground,
balance training and recreational games, and relax exercise were included in the physiotherapy program. Kwakkel et al. [1] affirm that future studies should involve a
stable PD medication regime as well as standardized
assessment times (i.e., assessment always at the same
time after medication intake, or standardized for on and
off periods), and our study.
The optimum form that such exercise practices should
take is not yet clear, and a variety of activities has been
suggested. For example, Falvo et al. [21] recommended
resistive exercises, while Hackney and Earhart [8] recommended Tango dance. However, the patient’s interest
and pleasure should be considered, as well as the inclusion of outpatient settings for people with PD [8,9].
Apart from traditional treatments, a series of supplementary methods are also applied, such as Qigong. Studies in
such line by Schmitz-Hübsch et al. [11] demonstrated—
after 3, 6 and 12 months—that there were more patients
whose symptoms improved in the Qigong group than in
control group within a 3 and 6-month period (P = 0.0080
for 3 months and P = 0.0503 for 6 months; using the
Fisher’s exact test); depression scores diminished in both
groups, while the incidence of non-motor symptoms only
diminished in the treatment group.

4. CONCLUSIONS
People with PD can benefit from physical therapy,
since they can help facilitate and prolong the performance of ADL, and, consequently, quality of life. Definitively, since Jöbges et al. [12] demonstrated the clinical
relevance of rehabilitation programs for patients of PD is
estimated to be sufficient if the following seven criteria
are met: effectiveness, everyday life relevance, long-term
effect, therapy frequency+setting, duration of therapy
units, quality of live, timing of assessment + medication;
In conclusion, the results of the study suggest that exer-
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cise interventions should be a necessary ongoing adjunct
to PD medication. That is, exercise practice should be
promoted not only as a therapy, but also as an activity of
a healthy patient lifestyle.

tervention improves aerobic capacity and movement initiation in Parkinson’s disease patients. NeuroRehabilitation, 17, 161-168.
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